DEMISTO ADMINISTRATION: ADMINISTRATION OF NEXT-GENERATION SOC

The Demisto Administration training course is a compilation of narrated videos and demonstrations that will help you:

- Identify system components, evaluate architectural options, and choose among deployment options
- Describe various functions, such as database storage, indexing, search, and client-server communication
- Install the Demisto server and describe the installation options available
- Explain the use cases for running Python scripts inside specific Docker containers and the procedures required

Training Outline

1 - Demisto System Components and Architecture Overview
2 - Running Python Scripts Inside Docker Container
3 - Demisto Enterprise - Installation Demo
4 - Engine Installation - Demo
5 - D2 Agent Installation - Demo

Scope

- **Level:** Intermediate
- **Duration:** 30 minutes
- **Format:** Self-paced digital learning

Objectives

This training is designed to provide a description of Demisto system components and an overview of the Demisto architecture. The training also is designed to provide procedural guidance and a demo of the installation of the Demisto server. The installation of additional components, such as Demisto engines is also covered.

Target Audience

Palo Alto Networks Employees, Partners, and Customers

Prerequisites

There are no prerequisites, but familiarity security operations and incident response teams would be helpful.

Palo Alto Networks Education

Training from Palo Alto Networks and Palo Alto Networks Authorized Training Partners delivers knowledge and expertise that prepare you to protect our digital way of life. Our trusted certifications validate your knowledge of the Palo Alto Networks Security Operating Platform and your ability to help prevent successful cyberattacks and safely enable applications.

This digital learning course is available at the Learning Center.